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Dear Investors and Supporters of the Bungu Project
I hope you are all well and enjoying the start of the spring season. It has been several months now
since my last formal investor report, so I wanted to let you know how the second half of my time
with the Bungu Project has been going. Resource stewardship is one of the most important values
of 2Seeds, and I am committed to maintaining accountability with you through these investor
reports.
Our progress this year has centered on production. We have developed a strong crop rotation
strategy that will allow us to harvest all three of our vegetables virtually every month while also
preserving soil health. In addition, we have built flood barriers to prevent flooding and water tanks
to facilitate irrigation, reducing any water-related risks to consistent production. Supporting these
efforts, we’ve developed the capacity of our leadership members to allow them to take on more
operational and administrative tasks necessary to keeping the business running. Moving forward,
these leadership members will be responsible for driving the business forward. The main upcoming
support efforts will be focused on ensuring they are prepared to take the helm.
I hope you find the following explanation of my work in Bungu informative, and I want to thank you
again for your continued generosity. Your support—financially, intellectually and emotionally—
throughout the year has made these remarkable results possible. My Partners and I are deeply
grateful for the belief you’ve shown in Bungu.
As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly with questions, feedback or just to
keep in touch! Thank you again for your choosing to be part of our network.

Yours truly,
Antal Neville
Bungu Project Coordinator, 2015 – 2016
Antal.neville@gmail.com
bungu.project@2seeds.org
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2015 – 2016 Project Activities
Since our arrival, our Partners have already seen such progress and development towards selfsustainability. I believe that together we can set the business up for continued success. I would like
to share some of the highlights and challenges I have encountered so far.

Project Highlights


Water Management Construction. As part of the Network-Wide Water Management
Initiative, the Bungu Project has dedicated a considerable amount of time and effort toward
fighting two water-related challenges: flooding in lowland shambas (farm plots) and
irrigation in higher-up shambas. Aside for a few last-minute corrections, construction of
flood barriers in the low shambas was completed in December. Also in December, plans
were drawn up for irrigation systems for higher-up hillside shambas, for which construction
is still ongoing. In addition to a significant investment for the initiative provided by Network
funds, this part of the Project has required a number of work days in which Partners carry
sand or stone from the road (where a truck had dropped them off) on footpaths to the
building site on each shamba. Partners have rallied together around work days,
demonstrating a commitment to addressing the water challenges they all collectively face.

Our Partners carrying sand from the road to the construction site at Hamisi’s shamba. Almost
every week, Partners organized a group work day to help transport sand and other construction
materials to one or more shambas where construction was taking place.



Soil Rehabilitation. After an investment in the first half of the project year on a subsidy for
high-quality organic manure to rehabilitate the soil on each Partner’s shamba, planting
resumed in December. All three Bungu crops – cucumbers, green peppers and onions – have
shown promising growth thus far, indicating that soil-related challenges were mitigated in
the short term. To address soil health in the longer term, we incorporated growing beans as
a green manure crop into our crop rotation plan. Green manure beans are incorporated into
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the soil before flowering (i.e. before the plans sprout beans), and the high concentrations of
nitrogen that build up in the plants’ roots (a special
property of plants like beans and peas) decomposes
into the earth, creating healthy, fertile soil.
Rehabilitating the soil with a green manure crop has
the added advantage of preventing an increase in the
acidity of the soil caused by heavy uses of chemical
fertilizers.


Developing a Crop Rotation Plan. A crop rotation
plan serves two main goals: reducing the risk of pests
and preserving soil health. During this project year, I
have worked with each Partner to segment out their
shambas into different sections and create a map for
each. With a map designating different segments of
each shamba, Partners have begun to follow the crop
rotation plan that we have come up with to reduce
the spread of pathogens and preserve soil health.
Since the group began planting according to this new
Flags designating which segments within a
shamba belong to which color. The crop
plan in December, there has been considerable
rotation plan Bungu is using requires four
follow-up work with Partners individually and as a
segments within each shamba.
group – making small tweaks to the maps to adjust to
individual circumstances and generally reinforcing the how and why of the plan.



Maintaining Deposits for Input Accounts and Savings Account. The Bungu Project
financial system is broken down into two parts: the group savings for large group-related
expenses (called the akiba) and each individuals account for agricultural inputs (called the
akaunti). Leading into the project year, several group members were in the red, with
negative balances in their akauntis. A deliberate push to have Partners get out of the red
was successful in the first half of the project year. Now in the second half of the project year,
this vigilance has stuck, with Partners highly aware of their balances, even if and when high
costs of seeds, pesticides and other inputs pushes their accounts temporarily into the red.
Each time they quickly pull themselves back into black without external prodding. That the
financial mechanism for input expenses runs smoothly, and that Partners have internalized
its importance, is a strong indication that all the business processes we have been
implementing will stick.
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Challenges Facing the Project


Ensuring Long-term Soil Health. Rehabilitating the soil with the high-quality organic
fertilizer has seemed to work in the short term. And the inclusion of a green manure crop
(i.e. beans) in our crop rotation plan is a step in the right direction toward long-term soil
health. Still, planting beans to till into the soil, without harvesting them, is far from a widely
accepted practice among Bungu farmers. To our Partners who are unfamiliar with the
concept of a green manure crop, incorporating beans into the soil rather than harvesting
them for food sounds, to put it simply, crazy. Despite an in-depth training session on green
manure beans and its place in our crop rotation, without close supervision in the months
following Project Coordinator departure, some Partners may hesitate to continue planting
green manure beans because it’s not, in their eyes, a conventional way to farm. Each
planting group of four Partners must be vigilant in holding each other accountable for
following sound planting practices, including planting green manure crops, to ensure longterm soil health.



Producing Crops Regularly. Creating greater income security among all our Partners is the
primary goal of the Bungu Project, and this end is entirely dependent on the group
producing and selling crops regularly. Sporadic harvests create sporadic incomes,
potentially leaving Partners short on cash, both for personal consumption and business
inputs. Since beginning our new crop rotation plan in December, we have already seen one
Partner’s green pepper seedlings destroyed by a heavy rain storm in early January and that
same Partner fail to increase his akaunti balance enough to purchase seeds in January.
Down the line, this will lead to a two-month gap in harvest for this Partner, a potentially
vicious cycle preventing his participation in planting and harvesting. Producing crops
regularly depends on each planting group practicing good soil management as well as being
diligent about planting regularly. Once again, planting group accountability is a key piece to
ensuring that the group members produce and sell crops regularly.



Expanding Market Access. Market access was one of the initial challenges identified in the
Bungu Project in 2011. Since then, while the Project has successfully found a way to market
crops for the volumes it has produced, planning for potentially much larger production
volumes in the future would require finding a way for the group to expand market access,
regularly selling crops in Korogwe as well as Dar es Salaam and other major cities that can
absorb larger demand. To address the market access component, we are arranging a trip to
the nearby city of Tanga to find new wholesale produce buyers the next time we have a
large harvest, expected with cucumbers in mid-March.
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Healthy Financial Management. The group’s ability to effectively plan and manage its
expenses moving forward will be a major requirement for its transition to business. Much of
the kinks have been ironed out in terms of each member’s akaunti balances, yet longer-term
financial management will also include figuring out how to use the group’s akiba, its large
collective savings fund that has been built up over the past several years without ever being
used. Up to now, large scale investments have been covered by Project Coordinator or
Network funds. Ensuring regular akiba contributions and developing a strategy to withdraw
and use money from the akiba will be necessary for the group to tackle any large-scale
investments in the business.

Country Director Ana leading a business meeting
recapping financial performance for 2015. Many
Partners are still adjusting to conceptualizing the longterm financial goals and challenges of the Project.
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Project Finances
As you may recall, all of the funds covering project operations and our costs of living here in
Tanzania were generously donated by investors like you.
My initial goal was to raise $8,000 to cover project and living expenses during my time here. I have
raised $15,314.17* as of March 15, 2016.
Although I have met my fundraising goal, that does not mean I cannot continue to raise funds for
the Bungu Project. I am grateful that you have trusted me with your contribution in the past, and I
want to emphasize that every donation, no matter the size, makes an important difference in the
work that is being done with our Partners. Our work is never finished, and I appreciate any
additional support that you may be able to provide.
*This figure includes the funds raised by my teammate Billy Beaver, before he left the Project due to
unforeseen circumstances.

Financial Accountability
Financial accountability is a cornerstone of our project work. During each of the monthly meetings
with my fellow PCs, I check my numbers with my financial accountability partners. We compare
pricing and expense trends, and ensure all of us are on the right track.
Every month, I budget my funds and track my expenses. This is useful not only to see where the
project funds have gone, but also as a tool to project my status through the coming months for the
rest of my time in Tanzania.
To give you an idea about where your invested money has been used so far, here are a few of my
major expense categories. I have included sums from when I arrived through February, monthly
averages, plus my forecasts through March 2016 (the end of my commitment here).

Project-Related Expenses
Category

Year to Date

Monthly
Average

Project Training
Project Travel
Project Supplies
Project Investments

$5.00
$16.36
$126.36
$1,007.91

$1.00
$3.27
$25.27
$201.58

Forecast
through March,
2016
$0
$0
$30.00
$500.00

$1,155.63

$231.12

$530.00

Total
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PC Living Expenses
Category

Year to Date

Monthly
Average

Forecast
through March,
2016

Year Total

PC Food

$584.30

$116.86

$100.00

$684.30

PC Transportation

$397.05

$79.51

$70.00

$467.05

PC Occupancy & Rent

$532.73

$106.55

$0

$532.73

PC Telephone & Net

$390.92

$78.18

$30.00

$420.92

PC Supplies

$322.67

$64.53

$20.00

$344.67

$2,227.67

$445.63

$220.00

$2,449.67

Total

Other Major Expenses
Category

Total

Round Trip Airfare
Supplemental Airfare
Visas
Vacations
Insurance
Vaccinations
Total

$4,029.30
$0
$200.00
$125.73
$608.06
$1,218.77
$6,181.86

If you are interested in seeing a more detailed breakdown of our project expenses, personal expenses, and
budgets, do not hesitate to ask. The numbers above have been consolidated and simplified for the
purposes of this report.
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Monitoring & Evaluation: Goals & Metrics
Goals and metrics provide shared focus, structure, and motivation to everyone engaged in the
development of 2Seeds projects. This includes our local Partners, our 2Seeds colleagues, and us.
Our project goals are the guideposts that direct us towards the fulfillment of our projects’ missions,
and realization of our projects’ visions. We use the 2Seeds monitoring and evaluation model to set
goals and track metrics.

Business Goals
Group Revenue
Goal
August
TZS 500,000 109,450

September October
80,600
133,410

November
224,100

December January
18,200
59,300

February
370,000

% Change

-26.4%

67.9%

-91.9%

523.9%

65.5%

225.8%

This chart represents the revenue for February 2016 from the production of four of the group’s 12
Partners, all members of planting group 1. While all of the Partners resumed planting in December, only
planting group 1 has begun to harvest because they planted cucumbers, which mature faster than green
peppers or onions. This chart represents the results of this harvest.
As the graph indicates, production from just one third of the group (four out of 12 Partners) has led the
group to achieve more than 60% of its revenue goal. This is a strong sign that with production from all 12
of the group members in any given month, revenue should safely exceed our TZS 500,000 target.
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Group Profit
Goal
August
TZS 250,000 106,450

September October
69,600
124,410

November December January
158,100
16,200
52,300

February
300,500

% Change

-34.6%

27.1%

474.6%

78.8%

-89.8%

222.8%

This chart represents the profit for February 2016 from the production of four of the group’s 12 Partners,
all members of planting group 1. While all of the Partners resumed planting in December, only planting
group 1 has begun to harvest because they planted cucumbers, which mature faster than green peppers or
onions. This chart represents the results of this harvest.
As the graph indicates, production from just one third of the group (four out of 12 Partners) has led the
group to surpass its profit goal. This is a strong sign that with production from all 12 of the group members
in any given month, profit should safely exceed our TZS 250,000 target. If these profit figures remain
consistently above the current goal, we may also revise our goal upward.
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Dollar-a-Day (2,500 TZS/day)
Goal
4 Partners

August
1

September October
0
0

November December January
2
0
0

February
4

This chart represents the profit for February 2016 from the production of four of the group’s 12 Partners,
all members of planting group 1. While all of the Partners resumed planting in December, only planting
group 1 has begun to harvest because they planted cucumbers, which mature faster than green peppers or
onions. This chart represents the results of this harvest.
As the graph indicates, two of the four Partners that harvested in February surpassed the impact goal,
earning more than TZS 75,000 (about $1/day) from group activities. It is worth mentioning that each
group member’s crops are sold at the same price for group sales; therefore, the difference between
individual group member’s profits is based on his or her individual yield – how much volume he or she
produced from the same amount of seeds. Yield is affected by a number of factors, including both the
Partners’ care of their crops as well as factors out of their control, such as disease or flooding. It will be
important to keep monitoring production and yield compared with Partners’ monthly profit in order to
ensure that everything is being done to lead as many Partners as possible to exceeding TZS 75,000 in
monthly earnings.
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Production
Goal
August
500 kilos/month
128

September October
154
269

November December January
430
30
95

February
852

% Change

20.3%

59.9%

796.8%

74.7%

-93.0%

216.7%

This chart represents harvest amounts for February 2016 from the production of four of the group’s 12
Partners, all members of planting group 1. While all of the Partners resumed planting in December, only
planting group 1 has begun to harvest because they planted cucumbers, which mature faster than green
peppers or onions. This chart represents the results of this harvest.
As the graph indicates, production from just one third of the group (four out of 12 Partners) has led the
group to surpass its production goal by about 70.0%. This is a strong sign that with production from all 12
of the group members in any given month, production should safely exceed our 500 kg target.
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Savings Deposit
Goal
August
TZS 50,000 0

September October
0
0

November December January
0
0
0

February
60,000

% Change

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

From the beginning of the project year through January 2016, deposits into the savings accounts were put
on hold in order to boost each group member’s akaunti, i.e. individual account for purchasing inputs.
Savings Balance
Goal
August
September October
November December January
February
TZS
1,842,000 1,842,000
1,842,000 1,842,000 1,842,000 1,842,000 1,902,000
1,500,000
% Change

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3.3%

Personnel Goals
We are also working to improve business operations by building the capacity of our Partners in their roles.
Here are a few updates on our work together with key Partners.


Mngoma: Organic Coordinator/Input Coordinator
Mngoma was previously the Organic Coordinator, yet the group’s organics production dissipated as
poor soil pushed Partners to use all inputs available – both organic and traditional – to produce
quality crops. With the lack of responsibilities as the Organic Coordinator, the Leadership determined
he should take on the role of Input Coordinator, organizing the bulk acquisition of inputs from
suppliers. Mngoma has taken on the role with zeal, procuring the group’s requested inputs in a timely
and cost-effective manner. He has also demonstrated a huge willingness to accept time-consuming
tasks like distributing seeds to each Partner’s shamba during plantings. He has also been meticulous
about record keeping, making sure no costs go unrecorded. His diligence and enthusiasm have shined,
and his presence has become a motivational force within the group.



Hamisi: Market Coordinator
The group’s financial success rests more heavily on Hamisi, the Market Coordinator, than any other
group member. During large group harvests, Hamisi is responsible for finding buyers, negotiating a
price, delivering the crops, and collecting the revenue. The difference between a good and bad price,
between finding buyers to absorb high volumes and failing to find those buyers, could mean the
difference between a large profit and a large loss. Hamisi has embraced this responsibility, recently
even taking the initiative to organize extra sales (twice-weekly instead of weekly) and even enforce
stricter quality standards, in order to maximize the profit from every harvest.



Joseph: Group Member
Joseph does not hold a formal leadership position, and his performance throughout the duration of the
Project has rarely been outstanding. His attendance to weekly meetings is lower than average. And at
a business meeting in January recapping the group’s 2015 performance, he was enlightened to the
fact that his portion of 2015 group revenue was just 1.0% - just a tiny sliver of the metaphorical cake.
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Yet something recently sparked in Joseph. He has visited his shamba more diligently than most every
group member in recent months to weed and water his green peppers. He has even terraced a hillside
portion of his shamba to make room for more crops, a grueling feat with just a hand hoe. In 2016, he
wants to get 50% of that cake, he told me, “or even 100%!” He has also become a major advocate of
planting green manure beans to promote soil health, a strong ally in enforcing the crop rotation plan.
When some Partners complained about the short-term lack of income from not harvesting the beans
planted, his urge to care for the soil was direct and simple. “Think of your children farming that land,”
he said. “Think of your children’s children.”

Professionalization Goals
The final focus of our yearly goals is to professionalize the business through the following means:
Input Planning and Purchasing System
Bungu’s farming inputs are cheapest when purchased in bulk in Korogwe. In order to keep
costs at a minimum, we have developed a system with Mngoma, the group’s Input Coordinator,
to purchase inputs in bulk and store them, distributing to group members based on request.
Systematized Plan to Transport Products
Crops that don’t meet certain quality standards – in terms of size, coloring or freshness – are near
impossible to sell. The group’s Production Coordinator, Sadiki, along with Market Coordinator
Hamisi, is responsible for visiting shambas around harvest time to determine when is the ideal time
to harvest and sell. In addition, once crops are harvested, Sadiki is responsible for sorting out the
misfits to ensure only quality, marketable crops are delivered to customers.
Systematized Plan to Transport Products
There is daily bus service between Bungu and Korogwe, which the group can use to transport
its crops to sell. When volumes harvested exceed those that can be absorbed in Korogwe’s
small city market, low-cost transportation options are needed to transport crops, with a
certain degree of flexibility, to larger cities like Dar es Salaam and Tanga. The Bungu Project’s
Market Coordinator, Hamisi, has been working with Market Coordinators from other 2Seeds
Network Projects to develop best practices for coordinating the cost and logistics of moving
crops these longer distances.
Financial System to Support the Business from Within
In addition to a group savings account, each member has an individual account for business
inputs, such as seeds, fertilizer, pesticides and any hired labor. The individual accounts allow
Partners to set aside money to be able to buy potentially costly inputs exactly when they need
them, allowing them to drive business operations with this available cash.
Sales Strategy to Market Final Products
Local markets in Bungu and Korogwe can only absorb so much volume of Bungu Project’s
crops. Bigger money lies in the markets of larger cities like Dar es Salaam and Tanga. Yet far
from these markets, the Bungu Project can often incur high transport costs for the journey as
well as experience tough competition with crops arriving from other places in Tanzania. The
group has developed a sales strategy to space out production, and therefore sales, as much as
possible, to avoid having too much risk riding on one large load of crops to a high-value urban
market associated with high transport costs and competition. Additionally, the group has finetuned its harvest and delivery system to anticipate harvest volumes in advance and seek
appropriate markets accordingly.
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Social Media
Following the Bungu Project
This investor report reflects some of the foundations, framework, and progresses of our project. If
you want a closer look, and to stay connected to our day-to-day operations and advances, connect
to our project through our social media outlets.
We try to tweet frequently from our project site, as cell reception and
internet connectivity allow. You can follow the Bungu Project here,
https://twitter.com/BunguProject Don’t forget to tweet @BunguProject,
and tag #2Seeds!
In addition, we periodically write blog posts about everything from
important developments in the project, to our next quarter’s goals, to our
new friendships in Bungu. You can read our thoughts here,
http://theBunguproject.wordpress.com/
The hub of all of this activity is the Bungu Project’s Facebook page, here
https://www.facebook.com/Bunguproject. Like us, refer us to your
friends, and follow our activity. We love staying connected.
See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the Bungu Project
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/BunguProject.

Keeping up with 2Seeds
Please take a look at the 2Seeds Network’s social media pages. You’ll find content relevant to all of
the projects, network-wide initiatives, corporate activities, recruitment, and more.
Frequent updates from the ground in Tanzania and from the US. You can
follow the 2Seeds Network here, https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork .
Don’t forget to tweet @2Seeds Network, and tag #2Seeds!
Look to the corporate blog for posts about strategy, developments, and
other content related to 2Seeds and its work. You can read the 2Seeds
corporate blog here, http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/.
Find pictures, links, and more on the 2Seeds Facebook page, here
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork . Like it, refer it, and keep up
with the progress of 2Seeds.
See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the 2Seeds
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork.
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2Seeds Network
As you probably recall, 2Seeds Network is a US-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit working in the Korogwe
District, the Handeni District, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 2Seeds leverages the innovative spirit
and leadership capabilities of young adults from across the world in order to incubate community
based, self-sustaining, interdependent projects in Tanzania.
The 2Seeds Network believes that developing human capital is the key to catalyzing economic
growth within extremely poor communities. Guided by our values, we are creating a network of
independent yet interconnected agricultural development projects built on deep partnerships
within and across communities. We strive to create environments in which people can achieve their
full potential and solve problems together.

Bungu Project


Bungu in total:
o Total inhabitants: 6448 people
o Inhabitants able to work: 900 people
 2Seeds in Bungu:
o Total: 17 households
o Number of Partners in the farmers’ group: 12
o Number of adjacent members in the farmers’ group: 2
o Number of experts: 1
o Number of support partners: 2
2Seeds direct impact, currently: ~80 people (1.2% of community)
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